Nissan xterra cargo box

Box Brands. Inno Shadow 14 on Nissan Xterra Inno Shadow 15 on Nissan Xterra Its unique base
construction is stronger and lighter than a conventional cargo box. It cuts through the wind with
sleek aerodynamics, stealth like designs that produces better MPG. Shadow also includes the
new memory mount systems for easy installation. Inno Shadow 15 on Nissan Xterra. Inno
Shadow 16 on Nissan Xterra Inno Stream on Nissan Xterra 15 x 30 x 74 in 12 cu Rugged 3 Layer
ABS construction and 12 cu ft loading capacity Universal Mounting System mounts to square,
round, and most factory crossbars Best design for wagons and small SUVs' as it won't interrupt
the vehicle rear hatch opening or obstruct the front view with over hang Safety lock system- key
only removes once the box is locked Can fit up to 4 snowboards Inno Stream on Nissan Xterra.
Malone Cargo16 on Nissan Xterra Malone Cargo16 on Nissan Xterra. Malone Cargo23 on Nissan
Xterra Malone Cargo23 on Nissan Xterra. Pro Series on Nissan Xterra 72 x 17 x 24 in 13 cu 13
cubic feet holds all types of gear up to pounds Durable ABS holds up to rain, snow and extreme
temperatures Passenger side opening with stay open hinges It has universal U-Bolt mounting
system fits most roof racks It is shipped pre-assembled Pro Series on Nissan Xterra. Prorack
Cargo Box 10 on Nissan Xterra 58 x 34 x 15 in 10 cu 10 cubic foot capacity Single side opening
U-bolt attachment to most racks Key driven lock and ships fully assembled 3-year limited
warranty. Single sided entry only. Prorack Cargo Box 10 on Nissan Xterra. Rola on Nissan
Xterra 92 x 30 x 15 in 16 cu It is 16 cubic feet storage space holds up to 8 pairs of skis or up to 5
snowboards Neutral airfoil design eliminates turbulence creating a quiet and stable ride Vortex
generators allow the air to flow smoothly under the cargo box It has contoured bottom which
allows rear vehicle hatches to open freely Manufactured from ABS material with UV inhibitors to
prevent fading Rola on Nissan Xterra. Rola on Nissan Xterra 54 x 35 x 14 in 12 cu It is 12 cubic
feet transports luggage of all sizes, 14 inch wide opening allows suitcases to easily fit inside
Neutral airfoil design eliminates turbulence creating a quiet and stable ride Vortex generators
allow the air to flow smoothly under the cargo box It has contoured bottom which allows rear
vehicle hatches to open freely Manufactured from ABS material with UV inhibitors to prevent
fading Rola on Nissan Xterra. Please check the fit for your vehicle in the fit guide located in the
Product Details area. Thule Ascent on Nissan Xterra The Thule Ascent cargo box has a smooth
aerodynamic design, minimizing wind resistance. This cargo box is easy to mount, open and
lock. Thule ES on Nissan Xterra Thule Atlantis XT on Nissan Xterra 82 x 17 x 25 in 12 cu The
Thule XT Atlantis Silver is a premium cargo box with a new reinforced lid and ergonomic lock
knob for increased security, gear protection, and opening or closing. Reinforced lid and
redesigned lid lifters provide smooth, effortless dual-side opening and closing Box Outer
Dimensions: 82 x 17 x 25 inches Carries 12 cubic feet or up to lbs of cargo Oversized ergonomic
lock knob is easier to grasp and turn, even when wearing gloves Aerodynamic design
minimizes wind resistance for greater fuel efficiency and quieter travel QuickGrip mounting
system for fast, easy, and tool-free installation and removal SecureLock ensures that all gear is
locked and box is properly closed prior to driving Includes two Thule locks securing box
contents and locking the box to the roof rack Fits all Thule load bars, Yakima crossbars, and
most factory roof racks Thule Atlantis XT on Nissan Xterra. Multiple box styles may be ordered
on one order. Thule Atlantis XT on Nissan Xterra 93 x 37 x 18 in 21 cu Product Dimensions: 93 x
37 x 18 inches ; 70 pounds All Thule roof box orders must be separately from any other
products, including other Thule non-Roof Box products. Thule Force Alpine on Nissan Xterra
Thule Force L on Nissan Xterra 65 x Thule Sidekick on Nissan Xterra 54 x The roof box has an
11 cubic foot interior capacity, and utilizes game changing Thule AeroNose technology that
allows the box to cut through the air, reducing drag and noise, while giving it a distinctive look.
Additional features include: simple AcuTight mounting knobs that deliver exact tensioning and
are compatible with most any rack system, maximized trunk and hatch clearance, a box lid that
opens from either side, locking functionality, and four size configurations designed to fit the
vehicle and hauling needs of different users. Whispbar WB black on Nissan Xterra 70 x 32 x 14
in 10 cu Aerodynamic styling and premium automotive finish Accucore dual layer lid structure
adds stiffness and reduces drag Smarlift spring loaded hinges and dual side opening for ease
of use Accommodates skis up to cm long Fits cross bar spreads of 24" to 40" Whispbar WB
black on Nissan Xterra. Whispbar WB silver on Nissan Xterra 70 x 32 x 14 in 10 cu Aerodynamic
styling and premium automotive finish Accucore dual layer lid structure adds stiffness and
reduces drag Smarlift spring loaded hinges and dual side opening for ease of use
Accommodates skis up to cm long Fits cross bar spreads of 24" to 40" Whispbar WB silver on
Nissan Xterra. Whispbar WB black on Nissan Xterra 83 x 31 x 15 in 13 cu Aerodynamic styling
and premium automotive finish Accucore dual layer lid structure adds stiffness and reduces
drag Smarlift spring loaded hinges and dual side opening for ease of use Accommodates skis
up to cm long Fits cross bar spreads of 24" to 40" Whispbar WB black on Nissan Xterra.
Whispbar WB silver on Nissan Xterra 83 x 31 x 15 in 13 cu Aerodynamic styling and premium

automotive finish Accucore dual layer lid structure adds stiffness and reduces drag Smarlift
spring loaded hinges and dual side opening for ease of use Accommodates skis up to cm long
Fits cross bar spreads of 24" to 40" Whispbar WB silver on Nissan Xterra. Yakima RocketBox
Pro 11 on Nissan Xterra 89 x 24 x 16 in 11 cu Aerodynamic design to reduce drag with forward
mounting hardware for improved hatch clearance making it great for small vehicles. Ideal for
longer loads, won't hog your crossbar space and is perfect for hauling gear for up to 2 campers;
great for snowboards and skis up to cm. Dual-sided opening and push button security allow
easy access on either side of your vehicle and ensure your lid is secure and your gear is safe
with included SKS lock cores Quick-dial mounting hardware fits Yakima round, square, factory
and most aerodynamic bars Love it 'Till You Leave It Limited Lifetime Warranty. Yakima
RocketBox Pro 12 on Nissan Xterra 58 x 36 x 16 in 12 cu Aerodynamic design to reduce drag
with forward mounting hardware for improved hatch clearance making it great for small
vehicles. Perfect for smaller cars, hatchbacks and SUVs. Perfect for hauling gear for up to 2
campers. Yakima RocketBox Pro 14 on Nissan Xterra 74 x 33 x 16 in 14 cu Aerodynamic design
to reduce drag with forward mounting hardware for improved hatch clearance making it great
for small vehicles. Perfect for SUV, trucks, and wagons, quick-dial mounting hardware fits
round, square, factory and most aerodynamic bars and is perfect for hauling gear for up to 3
campers. Yakima SkyBox 12 on Nissan Xterra 92 x 24 x 16 in 12 cu Sleek aerodynamic design to
reduce drag Ideal for longer loads, won't hog your crossbar space and is perfect for hauling
gear for up to 2 campers; great for snowboards and skis up to cm. SuperLatch security ensures
your lid is secure to its base, internal lid stiffeners adds rigidity to ensure your gear is safe also
comes with SKS Lock Cores included Dual-sided opening for easy access on either side of your
vehicle and rear of cargo box is tapered for improved hatch clearance Love it 'Till You Leave It
Limited Lifetime Warranty. Yakima SkyBox 12 on Nissan Xterra. Yakima SkyBox 16 on Nissan
Xterra 81 x 36 x 15 in 16 cu Rooftop cargo box with 16 cubic feet of total storage space
Quick-installation hardware fits round, square, and most factory crossbars Aerodynamic shape
minimizes drag; extra-stiff lid is easy to open Super Latch Security ensures your lid is secure to
its base, and your stuff is safe Equipped with SKS locks; measures 81 x 36 x 15 inches L x W x
H Yakima SkyBox 16 on Nissan Xterra. Dimensions: L Yakima SkyBox 21 on Nissan Xterra 92 x
36 x 18 in 21 cu Sleek aerodynamic design to reduce drag with high gloss automotive quality
finish to complement your vehicle Yakima Skybox Pro 21 is perfect for hauling gear for up to 5
campers. Great for snowboards and skis up to cm. SuperLatch security ensures your lid is
secure to its base, internal lid stiffeners for added rigidity to ensure your gear is safe also
comes with SKS Lock Cores included Dual-sided opening for easy access on either side of your
vehicle and rear or cargo box is tapered for improved hatch clearance Love it 'Till You Leave It
Limited Lifetime Warranty. Yakima SkyBox 21 on Nissan Xterra. Yakima Skybox 21 Carbonite on
Nissan Xterra 92 x 36 x 18 in 21 cu Room for everything; Takes even the biggest families road
tripping Perfect for hauling gear for up to 5 campers; Great for snowboards and skis up to cm
21 cubic feet; Also available in 12, 18, 16 and Lo sizes Fits Yakima round, factory, aerodynamic
and square bars. Yakima SkyBox Pro 12 Onyx on Nissan Xterra 92 x 24 x 16 in 12 cu Sleek
aerodynamic design to reduce drag with high gloss automotive quality finish to complement
your vehicle Ideal for longer loads, won't hog your crossbar space and is perfect for hauling
gear for up to 2 campers; great for snowboards and skis up to cm. Yakima SkyBox Pro 12
Titanium on Nissan Xterra 92 x 24 x 16 in 12 cu Sleek aerodynamic design to reduce drag with
high gloss automotive quality finish to complement your vehicle Ideal for longer loads, won't
hog your crossbar space and is perfect for hauling gear for up to 2 campers; great for
snowboards and skis up to cm. Yakima SkyBox Pro 16 Onyx on Nissan Xterra 81 x 36 x 15 in 16
cu Sleek aerodynamic design to reduce drag High gloss automotive quality finish to
complement your vehicle Includes gear-management net and cargo pad to secure and protect
gear Ideal for vehicles with shorter rooftops, providing maximum hatch clearance Perfect for
hauling gear for up to 3 campers; Great for snowboards and skis up to cm Yakima SkyBox Pro
16 Onyx on Nissan Xterra. Yakima SkyBox Pro 16 Titanium on Nissan Xterra 81 x 36 x 15 in 16
cu Sleek aerodynamic design to reduce drag with high gloss automotive quality finish to
complement your vehicle Yakima Skybox Pro 16 is ideal for vehicles with shorter rooftops,
maximum hatch clearance; dual-sided opening for easy access on either side of your vehicle.
Perfect for hauling gear for up to 3 campers. Yakima SkyBox Pro 18 Onyx on Nissan Xterra 92 x
36 x 16 in 18 cu Sleek aerodynamic design to reduce drag with high gloss automotive quality
finish to complement your vehicle Yakima Skybox Pro 18 is perfect for hauling gear for up to 5
campers. SuperLatch security ensures your lid is secure to its base, internal lid stiffeners adds
rigidity to ensure your gear is safe also comes with SKS Lock Cores included Dual-sided
opening for easy access on either side of your vehicle and rear or cargo box is tapered for
improved hatch clearance Love it 'Till You Leave It Limited Lifetime Warranty. Yakima SkyBox

Pro 18 Titanium on Nissan Xterra 92 x 36 x 16 in 18 cu Aerodynamic cargo box offers cubic feet
of capacity; comes with integrated track system, cargo net, base pad and SKS locks included
Quick-installation mounting hardware compatible with square, round and factory crossbars; fits
crossbar spread of 24 to 42 Inch Dual-sided opening and one-hand operation with Super Latch
Box measures 92 by 36 by 16 Inch; lightweight and strong ABS plastic construction Limited
lifetime warranty; Planet PayBack sustainable manufacturing initiative Yakima SkyBox Pro 18
Titanium on Nissan Xterra. Yakima SkyBox Pro 21 Onyx on Nissan Xterra 92 x 36 x 18 in 21 cu
Sleek aerodynamic design to reduce drag with high gloss automotive quality finish to
complement your vehicle Yakima Skybox Pro 21 is the largest box in the Yakima SkyBox
collection. SuperLatch security ensures your lid is secure to its base, internal lid stiffeners for
added rigidity to ensure your gear is safe also comes with SKS Lock Cores included Dual-sided
openeing for easy access on either side of the vehicle. Yakima SkyBox Pro 21 Titanium on
Nissan Xterra 92 x 36 x 18 in 21 cu Aerodynamic cargo box offers cubic feet of capacity; comes
with integrated track system, cargo net, base pad and SKS locks included Quick-installation
mounting hardware compatible with square, round and factory crossbars; fits crossbar spread
of 24 to 42 Inch Dual-sided opening and one-hand operation with Super Latch Box measures 92
by 36 by 18 Inch; lightweight and strong ABS plastic construction Limited lifetime warranty;
Planet PayBack sustainable manufacturing initiative Yakima SkyBox Pro 21 Titanium on Nissan
Xterra. Products View Select Your Vehicle. Featuring a sleek design, high quality components,
and the ability to create a fully customized system tailored to your requirements, the Outback
Solutions range is the answer to all of your storage needs. In the event of emergency braking or
a collision, the effects of having unrestrained cargo thrown forward can be catastrophic.
Packing your vehicle is always a game of Tetris, finding places to put objects of all shapes and
sizes to maximize your space is a challenge and an art form. Enter your email address to
receive updates about our products and events as well as newsletters. In this section expand.
Outback Solutions Drawer Systems Featuring a sleek design, high quality components, and the
ability to create a fully customized system tailored to your requirements, the Outback Solutions
range is the answer to all of your storage needs. View Systems. Cargo Barriers and Rack
Dividers In the event of emergency braking or a collision, the effects of having unrestrained
cargo thrown forward can be catastrophic. US Catalog View online or order a printed copy. Join
our mailing list Enter your email address to receive updates about our products and events as
well as newsletters. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. Consumer interest in
off-roaders is booming, and Nissan dealers across the nation want to cash in on the trend.
Several store owners are asking the Japanese company to bring the Xterra back as quickly as
possible. Production of the second-generation Xterra ended in , and Nissan hasn't returned to
the segment since. Nearly all of its high-riding models are built on a unibody platform, so
they're better suited to lugging around a family and their gear than to crawling over boulders in
the Utah desert. For a while in the s, this strategy made sense: Off-roaders like the Toyota
4Runner historically one of the Xterra's closest rivals looked like a bad hangover from a
different era. Demand for off-road prowess has grown steadily in recent years, however. Ford
has received over , reservations for the resurrected Bronco , and Jeep managed to sell , units of
the Wrangler in , a year marred by an on-going global pandemic and characterized by
double-digit drops in volume. Toyota sold , examples of the 4Runner , and even Lexus wants to
plant another flag in the segment. Slade estimated that a new Xterra could find between 70, and
80, homes in America annually. Nissan has hinted it could dust off the Xterra nameplate in the
past, but the SUV remains firmly relegated to the pantheon of automotive history. Ashwani
Gupta, the carmaker's chief operating officer, told dealers that their voices have been heard,
and that his team has talked about a new Xterra. Nothing has been decided, though. One way to
quickly fill this void would be to bring the body-on-frame Terra sold in China, among other
markets, to the United States, but executives categorically ruled out this possibility in We don't
know if their position has changed since, though it's worth mentioning that an updated version
of the model named X-Terra with a hyphen, oddly and built on newer underpinnings was
introduced in some Middle Eastern markets in late We're not convinced the X-Terra would be
the right follow-up to the Xterra, however. It's more of a family car that happens to be off-road
capable than an off-roader that happens to be able to haul a family. It almost picks up where the
body-on-frame Pathfinder left off, and it lacks the rugged design that defined the first two
generations of the Xterra. It sounds like a modern-day Xterra would have to be developed in and
for America, like the original. Nissan is preparing to release the first new American-spec
Frontier in over a decade, and it could likely build a third-generation Xterra on these bones.
Whether it will remains to be seen; the company's plate is full. It's focusing on launching the
next Rogue Sport and on turning the Z Proto into a production model. Dealers pointed out that,
if a new Xterra arrives, off-roaders are already waiting in line to buy one. We get it. Ads can be
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